28 January

PRESS AUDITORIUM

17.00–19.30 Optimizing rejuvenation results within a multimodal approach using Dysport and Restylane
*Workshop from the Moscow Branch of the BOPUR IPSEN PHARMA Company*

The workshop is conducted by

Yelena Gubanova, Candidate of Medical Sciences, specialist in skin and venereal diseases, cosmetologist, Head Physician of the Vallex-Med Clinic of Preventive Medicine, Moscow, Russia

Vasily Atamanov, the Novosibirsk Branch of S. N. Fyodorov Interbranch Scientific and Technical Complex for Eye Microsurgery, Novosibirsk, Russia

Yelena Karpova, Candidate of Medical Sciences, member of the Russian Society of Plastic, Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons, member of the American Academy of Facial, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, the Lancet Centre for Plastic and Endoscopic Surgery, Moscow, Russia

14.10–15.10 The combination of photosensitizing chemical peelings and laser radiation

*Workshop from the FIJIE BEAUTY INSTITUTE*

The workshop is conducted by Yelena Bystritskaya, Candidate of Medical Sciences, specialist in skin and venereal diseases, Dermatovenereologic Dispensary No 8, Moscow, Russia

15.20–18.40 Injection methods for the correction of involutional changes in the face

*Workshop from the ZDOROVYE SEMYI (‘Family Health’) Company*

The workshop is conducted by Vladimir Artemonov, Medical Adviser for the company ZDOROVYE SEMYI (‘Family Health’).

AUDITORIUM A

10.40–11.40 The comprehensive approach to the correction of skin ageing: what’s new?

*Workshop from the La Roche-Posay Company*

11.50–14.00 Facial contouring using Belotero fillers

*Workshop from the MERZ PHARMA Company*

The workshop is conducted by Luitgard G Wiest, Vice President of the International Society of Dermatologists, member of the German Society of Dermatologists and Oncologists, member of the European Academy of Dermatologists and Venereologists, Munich, Germany

10.40–11.40 An effective therapy for aging skin: RENOPHASE reticulated hydrogel combined with glycolic acid and the latest generation dermal fillers

*Workshop from the FIJIE BEAUTY INSTITUTE*

The workshop is conducted by Michele Imar, Doctor of Chemistry, pharmacologist, Principal Specialist at the Renophase® Laboratory, author and developer of chemical peelings, France

11.50–12.50 ‘CRM technology’: sustained-action composite contouring products. Soft tissue augmentation in middle-aged and aged patients. The compromise combination of sustained action and biodegradable material

*Workshop from the MARUGA COSMETICS Company*

The workshop is conducted by Klaus Laeschke, MD, Germany

13.00–18.30 Round table

«Lantox in Aesthetic Medicine»

Organizer: the NIKE-MED Aesthetic Clinic

Moderator:

Prof. Olga Orlova, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Professor of the Department of Nervous System Diseases at the Faculty of Advanced Vocational Training, I.M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy, A.Y. Kochevnikov Clinic of Nervous Diseases; member of
29 January

AUDITORIUM A

13.00–14.00 Comprehensive facial remodelling using Radiesse filler based on calcium hydroxylapatite
Workshop from the NEW LINE COSMETOLOGY Company
The workshop is conducted by
Lucy Glency, plastic surgeon, Great Britain,
Alexandra Chamber, training physician, Great Britain

14.10–16.20 A hands-on workshop course in contouring using RESTYLANE
The experience of leading Q-med international trainers
Workshop from the VALLEX M Company
The workshop is conducted by
Yelena Rumyantseva, specialist in skin and venereal diseases, Scientific Consultant at the Department of Medical Aesthetics and Apparative Cosmetology, Vallex M LLC, Moscow, Russia
Yelena Gubanova, Candidate of Medical Sciences, specialist in skin and venereal diseases, cosmetologist, Head Physician of the Vallex-Med Clinic of Preventive Medicine, Moscow, Russia
Madina Koliyeva, Candidate of Medical Sciences, specialist in skin and venereal diseases, Research Manager of the Vallex M Training and Methodology Centre, Moscow, Russia
Marina Chernyshova, dermatologist-cosmetician, Senior Specialist at the Vallex M Institute of Medical Aesthetics, Moscow, Russia

16.30–18.40 Enerpeel: an innovative chemical peeling technology.
The mechanism and course of chemical desquamation as a function of the physicochemical peculiarities of the acid solutions.
The new peeling programmes tailored to the structural and ageing properties of the skin in various regions
Workshop from the MARUGA COSMETICS Company
The workshop is conducted by Gianfranco de Paoli Ambrosi, Italy

SAMS, Head of the Division of Aesthetic Neurology, Moscow, Russia
Participiants:
Sergio Talarico, MD, Brazil
Leniza Mingazova, Candidate of Medical Sciences, neurologist, I.M. Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy, Moscow, Russia
Prof. Tatiana Korolkova, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Head of the Department of Medical Cosmetology at Saint-Petersburg Academy of Advanced Medical Studies (SpbMAPO); Chairperson of the Saint-Petersburg Research and Practice Society of Cosmeticians, Saint-Petersburg, Russia
Prof. Yana Yutskovskaya, Doctor of Medical Sciences, Vladivostok, Russia
Olga Rakhimullina, dermatologist of the higher category, cosmetician, Teaching Assistant at the Department of Dermatovenereology, Kazan State Medical Academy (KGMA); Head Physician of the Medical Cosmetology Centre; Externe Chief Specialist in Cosmetology, the Tatarstan Republic Ministry of Health, Kazan, Russia
Vasily Atamanov, the Novosibirsk Branch of S. N. Fyodorov Interbranch Scientific and Technical Complex for Eye Microsurgery, Novosibirsk, Russia
Marina Soykher, the German Dental Centre, Moscow, Russia
AUDITORIUM B

10.40–11.40 Presentation of a new product from the Aptos Company
The presentation is held by Aptos-PRP LLC

11.50–16.20 Workshop from the Corneal Company

11.50–13.00 New generation fillers. The peculiarities, the indications, the injection techniques
Maurizio Cavallini, MD, plastic surgeon, microsurgeon, Vice-President of the European Association of Aesthetic Surgery, lecturer at the master of Aesthetic Medicine and Surgery at University of Milan

13.00–16.20 The highest standard of personal aesthetics (DR CAC, Japan). A different space. A different reality. Different results
The workshop is conducted by Yamagishi Yashushi, Head of the Methodology Centre, the CAC Company Department of Aesthetic Medicine, Japan

16.30–17.30 The linear non-surgical lifting technique (bioreinforcement) for facial contouring and nasolabial and labiomental fold correction using PERFECTHA DERM FINE LINES, PERFECTHA DERM, and PERFECTHA DERM DEEP
Workshop from the MARTINEX Company
The workshop is conducted by Daniel Regazzini, plastic surgeon, member of the Brazil Society for Aesthetic Medicine, Sao Paolo, Brazil

30 January

AUDITORIUM A

9.30–11.40 Varioderm: soft tissue augmentation, the peculiarities of tear trough correction and the correction of the orbital and zygomatic structures
Workshop from the NIKE-MED Aesthetic Clinic
The workshop is conducted by Tina Kupreshenkova, Candidate of Medical Sciences, physician of the higher category, aesthetic surgeon, Moscow, Russia

11.50–14.00 Chemical peelings and biorevitalization: the optimal algorithm for combining them. A strategy for improving skin health and quality
Workshop from the Phitogen Company
The workshop is conducted by Lyudmila Kamelina, dermatologist-cosmetician, physician of the higher category, Coach at Phitogen LLC, Moscow, Russia

15.20–17.40 Workshop from the MARUGA COSMETICS Company

15.20–16.20 Prolonged biorevitalization and bioreinforcement: a theoretical justification of the approach, innovative techniques, individual protocols
The products VISCODERM, CRM, and Fillast
The workshop is conducted by Natal’ya Lapatina, dermatologist-cosmetician, Moscow, Russia

16.30–17.40 Inno-TDS: new mesotherapy products and modern transdermal injection systems. Innovative treatment protocols, the possibilities of combining different technologies
The workshop is conducted by Fernando Buffard, Italy